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Featuring Matik

There's a lot of things that don't apply
Since the day we left each other's side
Right now I cannot make up my mind, mind
And it was hard for me to walk away
Playing all these stupid silly games
But I swear I'm in a better place, place

Too many nights spent with my friend Henny
Reaching for sober state of mind only if you would let
me
I mean I swear that life is good but these bitches
tempting
I mean you could've been the one don complimented
I'm in a better place, new chick with a better face
You see that I'm doing good since we went our
separate ways
And now you calling back, texting me and all of that
Emailing me paragraphs saying that you want me back
And I became the man that I would never thought I'd be
Is it a fucking good or bad thing? I don't know
I mean this world is what I'm tryina see
Either with or without you girl, I'mma go
I'm too exposed to be keeping this composed
Letting everyone I know I'm too thankful for their
support
Yea, I mean all I want is more
That's why I got live my life because I know that life is
short

There's a lot of things that don't apply
Since the day we left each other's side
Right now I cannot make up my mind, mind
And it was hard for me to walk away
Playing all these stupid silly games
But I swear I'm in a better place, place

Matik!
Obviously you never loved me
Certain things I did and all the things you put above me
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You know you're dead wrong so this is your song
You're no longer in the plans yea
HuhÂ¸ she move and talkin like Delilah
Dirty liar, you dragged me hard through the fire
Then you put it on the fence with the barbwire
I should've ran you over with care tighter
Can't treat the Matik like punk
I'm burnin out the best but it seems like you're junk
The wife test, you know you done flunked it
Dump it in the rubbish and junk it, but you know
JH, PH, real rich
I throws a million girls running up to the stage
It's the Matik and Toestah
But she cool down if get that take it even if she 'ppear
Leggo

There's a lot of things that don't apply
Since the day we left each other's side
Right now I cannot make up my mind, mind
And it was hard for me to walk away
Playing all these stupid silly games
But I swear I'm in a better place, place

Much betta

There's a lot of things that don't apply
Since the day we left each other's side
Right now I cannot make up my mind, mind
And it was hard for me to walk away
Playing all these stupid silly games
But I swear I'm in a better place, place
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